The asymptotic stability of the neutral systems with norm-bounded uncertainties and time-varying delays were discussed by using the method of LMI. The results were expressed in terms of linear matrix inequalities. Compared with some existing results, the criteria obtained in our paper are less conservative.
Introduction
In recent years, in the neutral delay system stability studies, the main concern of neutral discrete time-delay system, for many time-delay system stability problems, some related time-delay dependent or delay-independent stability criteria was given .At the same time, many people pay attention to variable delay neutral systems, by making the identity transformation, structure reasonable Lyapunov function, we can obtain delay-depend stability criteria.
Y.He studied the discrete time-delay system of neutral with the constant delays, by using the free weight matrix to indicate Newton-Leibniz formula, they got delay-depend stability criteria. This method reduced conservative. This paper will extend the result of Y.He to the time-varying delay neutral system. Using Lyapunov stability theory and free weight matrix approach, global stability of the system is transformed into a linear matrix inequality optimization problem, we can get the delay-depend stability criteria.
Problem Formulations
Considering the following neutral uncertain time-delay system
is the neuron state vector; 
is a constant matrix of appropriate dimension ;
Main Results
Considering the following neutral uncertain time-delay system ( ) ( )
Theorem1 On the assumption (3) , for a given constant d , if there exist symmetric positive definite matrices P , R , 1 
for Symmetry elements of matrix transpose

Proof
Construct the Lyapunov-Krasovksii functional:
Now the derivative of ( ) V t along the trajectories of system (5) yields 
Theorem is proven.
Theorem2
On the assumption (3), for a given constant d , if there exist symmetric positive definite matrices 
Numerical Examples
Examples 1 Consider the following system ( ) ( 
